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Abstract
The increasing demand for companies to reduce the IT infrastructure (on-premise) are driving the adoptionof a type of cloud computing category known as Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) to provide virtualizedcomputing resources over the Internet. However, the choice of an instance of virtual machine whosecon�guration is able to meet the demands of the company is a complex task, especially concerning the pricecharged by providers. The lack of transparency of the mechanism of de�nition of the prices adopted byproviders makes di�cult the decision-making process, considering the in�uence of several factors on the�nal price of the instances, among them the geographical location of the data center. In view of this problem,this work presents a new proposal of price modeling of instances using multiple linear regression model,including the geographical location of the data center as one of variables of the model. To verify the accuracyof the regression model proposed, the calculated prices were compared to real prices charged by IaaS providersAmazon EC2, Google Cloud Platform e Microsoft Azure.
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Resumo
A crescente demanda por parte das empresas para reduzir a infraestrutura de TI local está impulsionando aadoção de um tipo de categoria de computação em nuvem conhecida como Infraestrutura-como-um-Serviço(IaaS) para fornecer recursos de computação virtualizados pela Internet. No entanto, a escolha de uma instânciade máquina virtual cuja con�guração seja capaz de atender às demandas da empresa é uma tarefa complexa,especialmente no que se refere ao preço cobrado pelos provedores. A falta de transparência do mecanismo dede�nição dos preços adotados pelos provedores torna difícil o processo de tomada de decisão, considerando ain�uência de vários fatores sobre o preço �nal das instâncias, dentre eles a localização geográ�ca do datacenter. Diante deste problema, este trabalho apresenta uma nova proposta de modelagem de preços deinstâncias usando o modelo de regressão linear múltipla, incluindo a localização geográ�ca do data centercomo uma das variáveis do modelo. Para veri�car a precisão do modelo de regressão proposto, os preçoscalculados foram comparados aos preços reais cobrados pelos provedores de IaaS Amazon EC2, Google CloudPlatform e Microsoft Azure.
Palavras-Chave: Computação em Nuvem; Infraestrutura-como-um-Serviço; Integração de AplicaçõesEmpresariais; Modelo de Preços; Regressão Linear
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1 Introduction
Cloud computing, where users of di�erentpro�les can develop, implement and executetheir applications through the Internet, arises as anew concept in the �eld of information technology.Because it is considered a promising model, cloudcomputing industry is expected to reach the mark of241 billion dollars by 2020 (Singh and Dutta; 2015).According to Alkhalil et al. (2017), the decisionto migrate to the cloud is still consideredcomplicated due to the immaturity and dynamicevolving the nature of the cloud environment.However, the authors point out that migration is astrategic organizational decision that can improveperformance, productivity, growth and increasecompetitiveness. Moreover, for those who wish toreduce the costs of acquisition and maintenance ofcomputational infrastructures, without performanceloss, cloud computing constitutes a great alternative.Studies based in simulations estimate that, in a timecycle of a little more than a decade, the total cost ofimplementing and maintaining a cloud environmentmay be up to two thirds lesser than keeping atraditional non-virtualized data center (Chun andChoi; 2014).Generally speaking, cloud computing services canbe grouped in three main modalities: Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) andInfrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). In SaaS, the userutilizes a certain software and pays for the utilization;in PaaS, the user has an environment to project, testand implant applications; in IaaS, the user hiresvirtual machines and manages the computationalresources in any way they want.In cloud computing, the user utilizes the severalservices that the cloud o�ers the same way as if theywere installed in their own computer. However, themain attraction of cloud computing is still its cost-bene�t ratio, in which the user pays only for whatthey use (pay-per-use model). In this model, thecharge is based on the service and not on the product.In IaaS, for example, in case the user needs a virtualmachine to execute an application, they hire themfor the period that they want and, afterwards, theycan simply cancel the service.The infrastructure services in IaaS are o�ered byproviders which make them available in the form ofgroups called instances. The instances are made upof a prede�ned quantity of computational resourcesin virtual machines hosted in servers in the cloud,available to be hired by the users. The computationalcon�guration of the instances are de�ned aimingto contemplate all user pro�les, varying fromsmaller con�gurations, usually recommended forusers with small demands, to larger con�gurations,usually recommended for large companies whichhave a great number of applications being executedsimultaneously.The quantity of resources of the virtual machineinstance is what de�nes its price. However, there isno unanimity regarding the presence of a mechanismused by the providers able to calculate exactly howmuch an instance costs. Researches indicate thatthis mechanism of price de�nition exists indeed(Murthy et al.; 2012; El Kihal et al.; 2012; Mitropoulouet al.; 2016); on the other hand, others claim and

demonstrate that the de�nition of these prices ismore complex than it is imagined (Al-Roomi et al.;2013; Mazrekaj et al.; 2016; Menzel and Ranjan; 2012).What is certain up to the moment is that choosing thebest instance is becoming an increasingly di�culttask, considering the great number of providers andthe countless instances o�ered by each of them.Some important questions may arise at themoment of choosing a new instance. Not alwaysthe option for the smallest price is the best choice.Opting for a cheaper instance might compromise theexecution of the application for which the virtualmachine has been hired, because it might nothave the necessary computational resources for agood performance of the application. Similarly, byacquiring a more expensive instance only becauseit has more computational resources to executean application which does not demand as manyresources, the user will be unnecessarily increasingthe cost. According to Soni and Hasan (2017), despiteseveral pricing models o�ered by providers, the idealprice is one that maximizes revenue for the providerand increases the quality of services to end users.In this cases, it is important to be attentive to theapplication requirements in order to avoid hastydecisions.Despite the several doubts in the decision-makingprocess, companies are appearing as high potentialcustomers for cloud computing (Marston et al.;2011). In the research �eld called EnterpriseApplication Integration (EAI), this new modelprovides a high capacity computational infrastructureat a low cost, where integration solutions can beimplanted and executed. The integration solutionsare extremely important in the process of integratingthe applications because they are softwares thatact as a communication link between the countlessheterogeneous applications which form the softwareecosystem of the companies, making it possible forthem to share information in a fast and e�cient way,improving their business processes (Frantz et al.;2016).Due to the increasing advances in cloud computing,there is a tendency of migration of some applicationsfrom companies’ data centers to virtual machines inthe cloud. Consequently, for a company to be able tointegrate these applications, the integration solutionsshould be created in a way that their implantation andexecution also occur in a virtual machine in the cloud.This is because, in the current model, the companiesneed large investments in local computationalinfrastructures, because they need a large volume ofapplications being executed simultaneously to keeptheir activities in full operation.However, even knowing that the cloud providesthe companies with more powerful machines at alow price, it is necessary to know how to determinewhich instance of virtual machine will meet therequirements of computational resources as well asother requirements that a solution might demand,like, for example, the geographical location of thedata center, so that it is, economically, the best choicefor the company.The geographical location of the data center isone of the factors that directly in�uence the priceof the instances and also the quality of serviceo�ered by providers, but many researches do not
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consider it in their works. Generally, there is abig large price oscillation between the di�erentcountries and continents in which the providers havehosted data centers. This variation occurs due todi�erent taxation and values of physical resources.Countries that develop their own technology (physicalresources) and management tools provide greateragility in updating and improving their data centers.In this context, providers that have this capability,when setting di�erent prices for di�erent regions,o�er more options in the pursuit of economy andperformance.
In addition, the use of servers located in di�erentlocals allows the execution of virtual machines attimes of less tra�c and computational demand.However, it is worth to evaluate the latency providedby the geographical distance. Another aspectconcerns the lows that some countries have and thatprevent certain categories of companies from hostingtheir information outside the country. In this sense,it is necessary for the company to verify the currentlegislation in its �eld of activity.
Even with signi�cant investments from thecompanies being made in cloud computing and, giventhe importance of the integration solutions for theintegration of their applications, the providers donot o�er a method which describes, in details, thevariability of the services and their restrictions, sothat these models could be used in the decision-making process (Hernández et al.; 2015).
This article seeks, through mathematicalmodeling, to develop a model capable of makingthe price policy adopted by IaaS providers moretransparent, including the geographical locationof the data center in the set of it variables, withthe purpose of helping the companies choose thebest provider/instance to implant and executetheir integration solutions in the cloud. For that,we present a new proposal of price modeling forthe instances o�ered by three cloud computingproviders. Amazon EC2 (Amazon; 2017), GoogleCompute Engine (Google; 2017) and Microsoft Azure(Microsoft; 2017). These providers were chosen byGartner’s 2016 Magic Quadrant for IaaS and becauseof their market position and number of users in thecloud community.
The rest of the article is organized in the followingmanner: section 2 summarizes the related workswhich present modeling proposals and studies of theprice policy applied by cloud computing providers;section 3 presents a set of hypotheses and datafor the mathematical modeling of the problem;section 4 presents the results obtained from theproposed model and their discussion; in section 5,the conclusions are presented.

2 Related Work

The works presented in this section aim tounderstand how the IaaS providers determinethe price policy applied to their services. Theperception inside the academic community is thatthis understanding is not an easy task, what mayjustify the di�erent approaches adopted by theauthors in their researches.

Menzel and Ranjan (2012) consider the selectionof cloud services a critical problem and impossibleto be resolved manually due to the heterogeneityof the criteria and of the complex dependencebetween the infrastructure services. To help with thisdecision-making process, they proposed a frameworkcalled CloudGenius, which, through a mathematicalapproach, de�nes parameters that characterize agiven infrastructure in the cloud. CloudGenius iscapable of dealing with the decision-making processas a multi-criterion problem, because it considersseveral con�guration elements. The hierarchy of theservices practiced by CloudGenius is based on threemain objectives: best price, best latency and bestQuality-of-Service (QoS). From these objectives ariseother criteria like, price per hour, average networklatency, performance (CPU, memory and storage) andtime of activity.
Al-Roomi et al. (2013) make a comparison ofprice modeling techniques applied and proposed,highlighting the pros and cons of each one. Thecomparison is made considering aspects like equity,prices approach and time of utilization. Regardingequity, the authors claim that most researches arebiased to providers, which aim at increasing revenueand reducing costs. Regarding prices approach, theauthors classify them as static or dynamic, and theymight depend on several factors, like the user pro�leand the QoS level. Regarding the time of utilization,they identi�ed techniques based on the period ofsubscription, aimed at users with large utilization,and based on the pay-per-use model, for users withsmall utilization.
Huang et al. (2015) propose to the providers, froma mathematical point of view, a hybrid strategy ofprices, in which �xed prices for reserved servicesand spot prices for services on-demand are availablesimultaneously. They assume that the spot pricesare associated to the risk of interruption of theservices, that is, the customer that utilizes the spotprices range may not have their task concluded, andanalyze if the computation services of this modality,de�ned as Damaged Services, are valuable to theprovider, with the risk of their services becomingless attractive to the users. The comparison betweenthese three kinds of service o�ers and price strategieshas been based in the following aspects: provider’spro�t, consumer surplus and satisfaction. Theauthors concluded that the provider should use thestrategy of hybrid pricing only when the clientsare susceptible to the interruption of the serviceor when the values among the models that formthe hybrid model are very di�erent. One of thelimitations of the research is that only one providerhas been considered, eliminating the possibility ofcompetition, fact which may signi�cantly alter thepro�tability of the analyzed provider.
Ouarnoughi et al. (2016) present a cost modelfor cloud storage systems of IaaS level. Accordingto them, among the computational resourceswhich form the virtual machines instances, thestorage system is responsible for the biggest energyconsumption in a virtualized environment, whatjusti�es the creation of a cost model for such service.In the proposed model, they consider aspects likethe virtual environment, energy and QoS in terms ofService Level Agreement (SLA). The model validation
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has been performed through a comparison to thereal values and the results obtained were consideredsatisfactory.Singh and Dutta (2015) propose a price previewalgorithm for the Spot instances of Amazon AWS.They consider that, despite Spot instances beingcheaper, many users are in doubt regarding thevalue they should o�er at the auction platform inwhich the provider makes available the non-usedcomputational capacity, because they don’t knowwhat the spot price will be like in the future, due tothe dynamic of the prices of this kind of instance. Thealgorithm developed allows the spot price preview inshort term and long term (one and �ve days ahead,respectively). The authors could preview the spotprice with error inferior to 10% in short term andinferior to 20% in long term.Portella et al. (2017) statistically analyze a setof six instances using two cloud pricing models ofAmazon EC2 provider: On-demand and Spot. Theanalysis of the On-demand instances resulted inmultiple linear regression equations that indicatedthat processor and RAM memory are the variablesthat most in�uence the price composition of the sixinstances analyzed. The analysis of the Spot modelshowed that the same instances can be acquired onaverage by o�ers close to 30% of the value paidwhen compared to the On-demand model, and witha greater availability, generally above of 90%.Hinz et al. (2016) present a charging model calledVirtual Power, which analyzes the individual quantityof energy consumed by each virtual machine, morespeci�cally the electric energy consumed by theprocessors, and compare it to the charging modelof Amazon EC2. According to them, the cost modelsapplied by the main IaaS providers do not considerthe percentual of use, but only the quantity ofprocessors allocated by each virtual machine, whatdoes not represent the resources consumption of adata center. The authors consider that, contrary towhat is practiced, there should be a fair share of thiskind of charge between the users of virtual machines.They understand that a virtual machine which usesless computational resources of a server should paya smaller value when compared to another whichconsumes more resources.Wang et al. (2017) analyze the costs of a newpricing model in the Infrastructure-as-Servicemarket, the Scheduled model. In this option, thenumber of instances, as well as the start and endtimes of the instances are scheduled. The authorspropose a strategy to select an optimal combinationof Scheduled instances coupled with On-demand andReserved instances to optimize users’ costs. Theyuse a set of hourly workload distributions to verifytheir proposal.Even though many researchers are looking for thebest way of understanding the price policy used byIaaS providers, the majority of the works studiedanalyze a small set of variables. Besides, many ofthem direct their attention to the models of hiring. Inthis new proposal, a multiple linear regression modelis used aiming to contemplate a larger number ofvariables, including the geographical location of thedata center in the set of qualitative variables, so thatthey can be selected considering the particularitiesand speci�cations of the integration solutions.

The linear regression as a price modeling toolwas also used in the researches of El Kihal et al.(2012) and Mitropoulou et al. (2016, 2017). The �rstuses it to analyze the prices of only one provider,hindering a Cross-Provider comparison, that is, acomparison capable of analyzing more than oneprovider in the same proposal (Hernández et al.;2015). Besides, important variables in the priceformation of the instances like the operating systemand the geographical location of the data center arenot considered; the second, despite contemplating alarge number of providers, instances and variables,presents a regression models (linear and exponential)with a coe�cient of determination below 60% forboth, i.e., the models cannot adequately capturepricing dynamics.In view of this reality, where the literature reviewindicates the lack of works that use the geographicallocation of the data center as a variable in most ofresearches present in the di�erent cloud computing�elds, this paper presets a multiple linear regressionmodel that includes the geographical location of thedata center in the set of qualitative variables, provingit in�uence on the prices charged by providers. Wealso present a regression model as a simple and fastmechanism able to help companies in this decision-making process of the best provider/instance formigration of these solutions is an important stepin the context of EAI.

3 Mathematical Model Proposed
In this section is presented a proposal of pricemodeling of the instances of virtual machines o�eredby cloud computing providers in the context ofIaaS. The main di�erential of this proposal is thefocus directed to the EAI, more speci�cally to themigration of integration solutions to the cloud. Asa consequence, some assumptions need to be madein the process of modeling, having the companiesas target audience and considering very speci�cobjectives, which are approached in detail in the nextsubsections.
3.1 Problem De�nition

Many are the factors that directly in�uence the �nalprice adopted by the providers. In this scenario, themain hypothesis consists in always searching forthe cheapest instance of the three providers and,at the same time, that the instance is capable ofo�ering an ideal QoS. In this work, we assumethat the ideal QoS occurs when the instance ofthe virtual machine has a con�guration capable ofsupporting the computational demand required bythe integration solution within a speci�ed cost.The cost of an instance is directly proportional tothe quantity of computational resources which formthe con�guration of the virtual machine. However,other factors also contribute signi�cantly to theformation of its �nal price. The choice of theoperating system, the type of storage and thegeographical location of the data center are examplesof important variables which may result in a big pricedi�erence.Regarding the operating system, the prices of the
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instances are smaller in the case of virtual machinesthat use Linux instead of Windows, what can be easilyveri�ed with a simple consultation at the providerswebsites. In some cases, variations may also occur ifthe platforms are di�erent.The geographical location of the data center for thehosting of the virtual machines is one of the factorsthat most a�ect the prices of instances. Besides,the countless possibilities of location around theworld make the decision-making process a lot moredi�cult. In these cases, the search for the place withthe smallest price is not always simple, because theuser may not be able to host the applications in thecheapest place due to speci�cities in the legislationof each region.The IaaS providers o�er to the users di�erentforms of hiring services and, among them, On-demand and Reserved modalities are the mostcommon. In On-demand modality, the user pays forwhat is used, and they can suspend the service at anytime. In Reserved modality, the service is hired by adetermined period of time, usually in years. Amazon,for example, also o�ers to their users Spot instances,in which the user participates of a kind of auctionfor the computational capacity not used. However,in this modality, there is a risk of the service beinginterrupted at the moment when the user o�er isbelow the spot price, which is de�ned by the provideritself based on the supply and demand for availablecapacity. As an attractive factor, savings in relationto On-demand modality can reach up to 90%.Regarding the economy, a good alternative tothe users are the countless modalities of discountso�ered by the providers. This stems from thenecessity of standing out in the market of cloudcomputing at IaaS level. In a general way, in theReserved instances, for example, the value of the timefees (computed in hours orminutes) tends to decreaseas the hiring time period increases. There are alsocases when by paying in advance a percentual of thetotal cost, the user obtains a discount. The larger thepercentual of this payment, the larger the discountobtained. Other modalities of discount found are forvirtual machines hosted in speci�c regions (Amazon;2017), for percentage of monthly utilization of thevirtual machine (Google; 2017) and for instances withcost higher than a pre-established value (Microsoft;2017).
3.2 De�nition of Variables and Data Analysis

The data collection process is an important step in themodeling process. Because of this, a large quantityof data of prices of instances has been collecteddirectly from the sites of the chosen providers. Thecharge is made per hour of utilization and the billingmodel adopted was On-demand, because it suits themajority of user pro�les. In this model, there isno long-term commitment and the user can cancelthe service at any time. In the Reserved model, forexample, the user hires an instance for a determinedperiod of time.From the large quantity of data obtained, asmall sample formed by a group of four instanceswas selected. They were chosen considering theavailability in more geographical locations. Inthis proposal, the options of locations for each

Figure 1: Computational resources versus price perhour in Amazon for operating system Windows andLinux

provider are restricted to two, and they were chosenconsidering: (i) the smallest price, (ii) availabilityin Brazil and (iii) the variability of instances. Forthe provider Amazon were selected the regions US-East/US Standard and South America; for Google, theselected regions were United States and Europe; forAzure, we opted for the regions Central US and BrazilSouth.
Among the countless instances o�ered by the threeproviders, we opted for a group of smaller instancesand with similar con�guration. The instances of thethree providers chosen are formed by the quantitiesof the following computational resources: memory,CPU and storage. There might be di�erences in thenomenclature of these resources, depending on theprovider. Considering that the integration solutionsare applications which do not need a lot of storagespace and that each instance already contemplates atleast one quantity of this resource, we opted for itsexclusion as a quantitative variable of the model. So,the model now has only two quantitative variables:CPU and memory. For the quantitative variables weopted for operating system and geographical locationof the data center, both for presenting noteworthyin�uence over the �nal price of the instances.
The main objective of the sample was to analyzethe behavior of the price of instances throughvariation of the main computational resources. Tab.1 presents the instances of each provider with therespective computational resources which form them.
Aiming to justify the option for multiple linearregression, dispersion charts have been used toverify the form of distribution of the data collected.The markings on the graphics represent the fourinstances of the respective providers, from thesmallest to the largest. In practically all thesituations, it is noted that the price of instanceswhich use Linux as operating system of their virtualmachines is smaller, except for Google, in whichsome prices are the same.
Fig. 1 and 2 presents the dispersion chart of thequantity of CPU and memory versus the price perhour of utilization for the provider Amazon. Thebilling model adopted was On-demand. In Fig. 1
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Table 1: Group of instances chosen
Provider Instance Number of CPU’s Memory (GB)

Amazon
m3.medium 1 3,75m3.large 2 7,5m3.xlarge 4 15m3.2xlarge 8 30

Google
n1-standard-1 1 3,75n1-standard-2 2 7,5n1-standard-4 4 15n1-standard-8 8 30

Azure
A1v2 1 2A2v2 2 4A4v2 4 8A8v2 8 16

Figure 2: Computational resources versus price perhour in Amazon for geographical location USEast/US Standard and South America

were analyzed the prices of the four instances ofAmazon, varying only the operating system of thevirtual machine, maintaining �xed the region USEast/US Standard. A linear behavior is perceivedin all the combinations between CPU resources andmemory and the operating systems Windows andLinux. In Fig. 2, we varied the geographical location,South America and US-East/US Standard, and theoperating system Windows was maintained. Again,a linear behavior is present in all the combinationsbetween computational resources and geographicallocations.
Fig. 3 and 4 presents the dispersion chart of thequantity of CPU and memory versus the price perhour of utilization for the provider Google. The pricelayer adopted was Regular. In Fig. 3 were analyzedthe prices of the four Google instances, varying theoperating system of the virtual machine, maintainingthe region United States. In Fig. 4, we variedthe geographical location, Europe and United States,and the operating system Windows was maintained.Again is detected the presence of linear behavior inthe combinations of the computational resources withthe operating systems and the geographical locations.
Fig. 5 and 6 presents the dispersion chart ofthe quantity of CPU and memory versus the priceper hour of utilization for the provider Azure. Theprice layer adopted was Standard. In Fig. 5 were

Figure 3: Computational resources versus price perhour in Google for operating system Windows andLinux

Figure 4: Computational resources versus price perhour in Google for geographical location Europe andUnited States

analyzed the prices of the four Azure instances,varying the operating system of the virtual machine,maintaining the region Central US. In Fig. 6, wevaried the geographical location, Brazil South andCentral US, and the operating system Windows was
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Figure 5: Computational resources versus price perhour in Azure for operating system Windows andLinux

Figure 6: Computational resources versus price perhour in Azure for geographical location Central US eBrazil South

maintained. Once more there is the predominanceof linear behavior in all the combinations betweenthe resources of CPU and memory with the operatingsystems and the geographical locations.
3.3 Regression Model

The presence of more than one independent variableconsidered in the model makes necessary the use ofmultiple linear regression. With it, it is possibleto estimate the individual cost of the featureswhich in�uence the �nal price of the instancesthrough calculation of the coe�cients related toeach one of the variables of the model (Wonnacottand Wonnacott; 1990). The model adapted for thisproposal is described by Equation (1).

Ci = a0 + a1X1i + a2X2i + ... + anXni + εi ; i = 1, ..., k (1)
Where:

• i refers to the i-th instance, to any of the providerschosen;• n is the number of variables of the model;• k is the total number of instances;• Ci is the �nal price of instance i;• an are the coe�cients of the regression to becalculated, that is, the slice of participation of thefeature Xni in the �nal price of instance i;• Xni are the independent variables of the model; inthis case, each one of the features which in�uencethe �nal price of instance i;• εi is the residual error of the regression for eachinstance i.
The quantitative variables of the model arecomposed by hardware requirements, CPU andmemory, and the qualitative variables are composedby software requirements, in this case, operatingsystem and geographical location of the data center.The representation of the qualitative variables ofthe model are made through Dummy variables, inwhich a determined category can assume the value0 or 1 (Wonnacott and Wonnacott; 1990). Dummyvariables are previously de�ned and inserted in themodel and they represent the variables that cannotbe quanti�ed.In the Equations (2), (3) and (4) are presentedthe regression models obtained for the pricemodeling of the providers Amazon, Google and Azure,respectively. The Dummy variables assigned tothe operating system (OS in the equations) are 1for Windows and 0 for Linux and, concerning thegeographical location of the data center (GL in theequations), the corresponding values to 0 and 1depend on each provider, namely: for Amazon, 1corresponds to region South America and 0 to US-East/US Standard; for Google, 1 refers to the regionEurope and 0 to United States; for Azure, 1 refers tothe region Brazil South and 0 to Central US.

Ci = –0, 172 + 0, 112 · CPU + 0, 236 · OS + 0, 107 · GL (2)

Ci = –0, 0825 + 0, 07 · CPU + 0, 15 · OS + 0, 015 · GL (3)

Ci = –0, 118+0, 0772·CPU+0, 109·OS+0, 0944·GL (4)
The values of the coe�cients of determination R2adjusted from the regression models calculated were90,7% for the Amazon model, 91,6% for the Googlemodel and 92,3% for the Azure model. These valuesindicate that the model is capable of explaining thedata collected satisfactorily. As to the signi�cancelevel of the models, considering a level of 5%, allobtained good results.The variance in�ation factor (VIF) calculatedindicated that the independent variables are notcorrelated. The complete diagnosis of the residue wasalso performed. The Shapiro-Wilk test shows thatthe residue is normally distributed. The in�uencediagnosis through DFFITS shows the presence of twoin�uent points for the Amazon and Azure modelsand four points for the Google model. Tests have
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Table 2: Results of the model for Amazon
Instance Operating System Geographical Location Price* Price by Model*

m3.medium Windows South America 0,158 0,283US-East/US Standard 0,130 0,176
Linux South America 0,095 0,047US-East/US Standard 0,067 -0,06

m3.large Windows South America 0,316 0,395US-East/US Standard 0,259 0,288
Linux South America 0,190 0,159US-East/US Standard 0,133 0,052

m3.xlarge Windows South America 0,633 0,619US-East/US Standard 0,518 0,512
Linux South America 0,381 0,383US-East/US Standard 0,266 0,276

m3.2xlarge Windows South America 1,265 1,067US-East/US Standard 1,036 0,960
Linux South America 0,761 0,831US-East/US Standard 0,532 0,724

*Price per hour (in US Dollars).

been performed through withdrawal of these in�uentpoints and there was an improvement in the results.However, considering that the sample is composedby only 16 observations, it was assumed that thewithdrawal of more than 10% of the observationswould not be ideal.
It is possible to observe that not all the factorswere signi�cant to the price modeling, for example,memory, and, among the in�uential factors, theoperating system is the one that most a�ects the �nalprice, because it has the largest regression coe�cient.The positive coe�cients obtained in relation to theoperating system Windows mean that, when optingfor a virtual machine that uses this operating system,there is an increase in the �nal price of the instances,that is, an instance is more expensive if it usesWindows instead of Linux, what is in agreementwith what had been identi�ed during data collection.The same interpretation is valid for the geographicallocation of the data center, in which one of the placesis cheaper than the other (except in some Googleinstances, where the values are the same in the twochosen regions).

4 Discussion of Results

Tab. 2, 3 and 4 present the prices of the instancescalculated with the regression models obtained insubsection 3.3 for the providers Amazon, Google andAzure, respectively. For the purpose of comparisonwith the values obtained by the models, the real pricepracticed is also shown.
Tab. 2 regarding Amazon, it is possible to noticethat, concerning the instance, the prices obtainedby the regression model were closer to the realvalues in the instance m3.xlarge. Concerning theoperating system, the results obtained were similarfor Windows and Linux, that is, it is not possible toa�rm to which of the operating systems the modelwas more e�cient. The same conclusion applies tothe geographical location of the data center.
Tab. 3, regarding Google, the values obtainedfor the instance n1-standard-4 were the mostsatisfactory, because there is little di�erence between

the price practiced and the price calculated by themodel. Concerning the operating system and thegeographical location of the data center, the valueschange in a way that it is not possible, at leastvisually, to identify for which of them the modelobtained better results.
Tab. 4 the most satisfactory results were obtainedfor instance A4v2. Again, it is not evident for whichoperating system or geographical location of the datacenter the model presents better results.
The presence of a bigger discrepancy among someof the real prices and the prices calculated by thethree models and of a negative value for one of theinstances of each provider indicate the necessity ofimproving them. The choice for using small valuesmay be one of the causes of these di�erences toseem bigger than they really are, in view of the highvalues of the determination coe�cients obtained.One alternative would be working with the pricesconsidering a more extended period of time, resultingin higher prices and easier to be modeled. Besides,it is known that the prices are in�uenced by manyaspects and, by the addition of new variables to themodels, the results tend to improve considerably. Weshould not forget to consider, however, that mostmodels present non-linearities and, because of this,modeling might be compromised.

5 Conclusion

In this work was presented a proposal of modeling ofthe prices of instances practiced by cloud computingproviders in the IaaS context using a multiple linearregression model. We opted for analyzing the price ofa small group of instances practiced by the providersAmazon, Google and Azure, due to their prominencein the cloud computing market.
The preliminary data analysis, the linear behaviorpresent in the dispersion charts and the presence ofmulti variables made the multiple linear regression agood option for the modeling of the problem. Somesimplifying hypotheses for the creation of this newmethodology were discussed and some graphics wereused to justify the model choice.
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Table 3: Results of the model for Google
Instance Operating System Geographical Location Price* Price by Model*

n1-standard-1 Windows Europe 0,09 0,1525United States 0,09 0,1375
Linux Europe 0,05 0,0025United States 0,05 -0,0125

n1-standard-2 Windows Europe 0,18 0,2225United States 0,18 0,2075
Linux Europe 0,10 0,0725United States 0,10 0,0575

n1-standard-4 Windows Europe 0,37 0,3625United States 0,35 0,3475
Linux Europe 0,21 0,2125United States 0,19 0,1975

n1-standard-8 Windows Europe 0,74 0,6425United States 0,70 0,6275
Linux Europe 0,42 0,4925United States 0,38 0,4775

*Price per hour (in US Dollars).
Table 4: Results of the model for Azure

Instance Operating System Geographical Location Price* Price by Model*

A1v2 Windows Brazil South 0,092 0,1626Central US 0,065 0,0682
Linux Brazil South 0,061 0,0536Central US 0,043 -0,0408

A2v2 Windows Brazil South 0,193 0,2398Central US 0,136 0,1454
Linux Brazil South 0,129 0,1308Central US 0,091 0,0364

A4v2 Windows Brazil South 0,405 0,3942Central US 0,286 0,2998
Linux Brazil South 0,270 0,2852Central US 0,191 0,5940

A8v2 Windows Brazil South 0,850 0,7030Central US 0,600 0,6086
Linux Brazil South 0,567 0,5940Central US 0,400 0,4996

*Price per hour (in US Dollars).

The models presented indicate that the use oflinear regression as a price modeling tool canhelp reduce the complexity of the decision-makingprocess regarding which provider/instance is the bestchoice for the migration of integration solutions tothe cloud, considering aspects like cost and QoS and,at the same time, it is capable of identifying thefactors which most in�uence the formation of the�nal price of instances. A set of qualitative andquantitative variables was analyzed and, accordingto the hypotheses assumed during modeling, thecoe�cients of the regression models evidencedthat the CPU quantity, the operating system andgeographical location of the of the data center alterthe prices of the instances signi�cantly. The samecannot be said about the quantity of memory, as itdid not present in�uence on the prices.
Statistically, the regression models presented goodresults. It indicates that the models can improvethe transparency of the price policy adopted byIaaS providers. However, the presence of in�uentpoints for each model slightly a�ected the resultsobtained at the statistical analysis. Anyway, theproposal of price formation modeling for services

of computational infrastructure in the cloud can,through a mathematical approach, provide usefulinformation, not only regarding price policies,but also regarding the cloud market, because thepresented modeling also allows the Cross-Providercomparison, sometimes not available in the pricemodeling proposals studied.
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